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THERE is hardly a modern language which presents so 
faithful a picture of its former state as the German. Both 
consonants and vowels are preserved with infrequent, and in 

great part unimportant changes, and both the inflexional and 
ablaut systems have suffered less than in the older Germanic 
dialects. The article, the adjective, the pronoun, and the 
noun retain their earlier declension with few alterations; the 
verb has preserved many of its personal endings; and 
the ablaut, which has survived in barely a quarter of the 
Old English verbs, and even in these with such irregulari- 
ties as to make the study fruitless, except from an historical 

point of view, is found in German in one half the older verbs, 
and with a fulness and a regularity in its formation that are 

hardly paralleled. 
In a study of the strong verbs, what questions present 

themselves to be solved, and how should our work be di- 
vided ? We must first classify them. This has been suffi- 

ciently spoken of in previous papers. Within each class the 

growth and decay of the ablaut must be shown during the 
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The Ablaut in Higzh German. 

three periods which make up historical High German,-- 
the old, the middle, and the new periods; the first extend- 

ing up to about IIoo, the second to I500, and the third to 
our own day. Here, however, a difficulty presents itself; for 
in OHG. almost every document has a different system of 

spelling, and the MHG. is by no means uniform, even in the 
same district and century. It would be impossible in the 
limits of this essay to give every form, and therefore the nor- 
mal and usual forms have as a rule alone been given, though 
others have been noticed wherever they possessed any his- 
toric value. This analysis of the ablaut is accompanied by 
complete lists of all verbs belonging to it at each stage of 
the language. But the study of these lists suggests several 
other questions. Whence come the additions that appear first 
in MHG., and even in NHG.? The history of these intruders 

must be examined, and their source discovered. And we 
find also many that have become wholly or partially weak. 
We ask ourselves when and why these verbs became so; and 
when this question is disposed of, there remains the long list 
of verbs that have fallen from the ranks in MHG. and NHG., and 

we ask when and why they were discarded. 
Such is the scope of this study. Tabulated results have 

been added, and summarize the scattered details. Frequent 
comparisons with the history of the English ablaut, taken 
from my paper in the Transactions of 1882, will show some 

interesting results for the comparative grammar of these 

languages. 

SECTION I. - THE STRONG VERBS. 

Class I. a. 

The Old Germanic ablaut was e, a, d, e; and this remained 

unchanged in OHG., though this class, which originally com- 

prised all verbs whose stems contained a followed by a mute, 
has in OHG. suffered considerable loss to Class I. b., where the 

past participle is with the vowel o. This change embraces 
all stems ending in hh (brehhan, rehhan, sprehhan, stehhan, 
trehhan, swehhan), and trefan; but swehhan has occasionally 
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a participle in e. These verbs therefore appear under I. b. 
This change from I. a. to I. b. goes still further in MHG., occur- 

ring sometimes in lesen, kneten, pfegen, stechen, wegen, weben, 
and always in rechen, schrecken, which two are therefore listed 
under I. b. NHG. adds to the list weben, wegen, and gdren, 
while pflegen vacillates between I. a. and I. b. 

Grammatic change of s to r, d to t, and h to g, occurs after 
the third and fourth ablaut vowels regularly in OHG. In MHG. 

it is less common, and in NHG. survives only in the deflective 
war: gewesen, and in gdren, where it has got into the present 
also. 

The present vowel e becomes i in OHG. in the ja stems 
(bittan, liggan, sizzan), which is retained in MHG. and in NHG. 

(bitten, liegen, sitzen). E is also changed to i in the indic. 
sing. present (sihu, sihst, siht, from sehan). This change be- 
comes irregular in MHG., and is now confined to the 2d and 

3d pers. sing. of verbs with the ablaut e, a, e, while those with 
e, o, o have no change. In NHG., however, the i becomes ie 
before sonants, e. g. liest, gesckieiht, giebt, liegt. 

In MHG. the regular ablaut undergoes no change. The pass- 
ing of verbs to I. b. has been noted above. Isolated peculiari- 
ties are o for ue, and X for ui, in OHG. quedan (koden, kzde), 
and wuog for wag, as a past to wegan, by the analogy of 
Class IV. 

In NHG. the regular ablaut is e, a, e. The a of the singular 
finds its way into the plural. Four verbs have forms like I. b., 
e, o, o; weben, bewegen, pflegen, gdren. Of these pflegen is 
sometimes weak, and has sometimes e, a, e; wegen appears 
also as wdgern and wiegen, and gdren is often weak. The a for 
e is due to the r; see I. b. bdren or bdhren. 

The verbs belonging to this class are:- 

OHG. MHG. NHG. 

bittan, bid bitten bitten 

brehen, shine 
ezzan (frezzan), eat ezzen essen 

fehan, rejoice 
geban, give geben geben 

gezzan, get gezzen ver-gessen 
jehan, say jehan, s. and w. 
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OHG. 

jesan, ferment 
jetan, weed 
knetan, knead 
lechan, lick 
kresan, creep 
lesan, read, pick 
liggan, lie 
mezzan, mete 
nesan, recover 
pflegan, care for 
quedan, speak 
redan, sift 

scehan, happen 
sehan, see 
sizzan, sit 
stredan, glow 
swedan, burn 
tretan, step 
weban, weave 

wegan, move 

wesan, be 
wetan, bind 

MHG. 

jesan, geren 
jeten 
kneten 
lechen 
kresen 
lesen 
liggen 
mezzen 
nesen 
pflegen, s. and w. 

queden, koden 
reden 
regen, rise 
schehen, s. and w. 
sehen 
sizzen 
streden 

treten 
weben 
wegen 

wesen 
weten 

NHG. 

garen, gahren, o, 0, and w. 
gaten, w. 
kneten, w. 
lechen, w. 

lesen 
liegen 
messen 
ge-nesen 
pflegen, a, e; a, o; and w. 

ge-schehen 
sehen 
sitzen 

treten 
weben, 0, a 

be-wegen, wigen, wiegen; 
o, o, and w. 

*wesen, war, gewesen 

SUMMARY.-Strong in OHG., 28; MHG., 28; NHG., 17. Weak- 
ened in MHG., always none, sometimes 3; in NHG., always 3, 
sometimes 3. Absent from OHG., 2; MHG., 2; NHG., IO. Total 
number of stems, 30. 

Class I. b. 

The Old Germanic ablaut was e, a, d, o. Originally confined 
to stems with a followed by /, m, n, r, this class contained 

many additions from I. a. in OHG., and still more in MHG., as 
well as some from I. c.; the a taking the place of u always in 
dehsen and lesken, which are therefore listed here, and often 
in bresten,flechten, fechten. Vice versa, we have e for the regu- 
lar o in the past participles of stemen, zemen, but not regularly. 
See Class I. a. and I. c. 

In MHG. the ablaut is preserved intact. 
In NHG. the regular ablaut is e, a, o; e, o, o occurs in scheren, 

rdchen. Before, and sometimes after r, a is used for e, as in 

gdren I. a.; e. g. bdren. The o for e in loschen and schwoiren 
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is irregular and unexplained. The ue in queman becomes o 
usually in MHG., and always in NHG. Two verbs of Class IV. 
have come to have the ablaut e, o, o in NHG., heben and schworen. 
We find, however, the older pasts hub, schwur, and also the adj. 
erhaben. 

The verbs belonging to this class are:- 

OHG. 

beran, bear 
brehhan, break 
breman, huaz 

dweran, twirl 
helan, conceal 
leskan, extinguish 
neman, take 

quelan, kill 

queman, kolnan, come 

rehhan, avenge 
sceran, cut 

sprehhan, speak 
stehhan, prick 

stelan, steal 
sweran, hurt 
swehhan, gushZ 
trehhan, pzsh 
trefan, meet 

twelan, be stiff 
zeman, befit 
zeran, tear 

MHG. 

beren 
brehhen 
bremen 
dehsen, beat 
dweren 
helen 
leschen 
nemen 
quelen 
komen, s. and w. 
rechen, gather 
rehhen 
scheren 
schrecken,frighten 
sprehhen 
stehhen 
stemen, hinder 
stelen 
sweren 
swehhen 
trehhen 
trefen 
tremen, endure 
twelen 
zemen 
zeren 

NHG. 

baren, bahren 
brechen 

ver-hehlen, v. 
loschen, o, o, and w. 
nehmen 
qualen, w. 
kommen 

richen, o, o, and w. 
scheren, o, o 
schrecken 
sprechen 
stechen 

stelen, stehlen 
schwaren, -schweren, w. 

treffen 

ziiren,-zehren, w. 

SUMMARY.-Strong in OHG., 21 ; in MHG., 26; in NHG., 12. 

Weakened in MHG., always none, sometimes ; in NHG., always 

4, sometimes 2. Absent from OHG., 5; from MHG., none; 
from NHG., IO. Total number of stems, 26. 

Class I. c. 

In old Germanic the ablaut was e, a, u, o. In OHG. this 

remains, except before nasals, where it becomes e, a, u, u. In 

the indic. sing. present e becomes i in OHG.; this becomes 
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irregular in MHG., and in NHG. is confined to 2d and 3d per- 
sons; e. g. wird, o. M. NHG. 3d. sing. of werden. 

MHG. loses a few verbs from this class to I. b.; which see. 
Here also the a and o sometimes become u. In NHG. a 

occasionally appears as u, but o never does. 
In NHG. the regular ablaut is e, a, o, or e, o, o, except before 

nasals. Before n + mute, the ablaut is i, a, u; before nn, 
i, a, o; before mm, i, o, o; and in schwimnmen, usually i, a, o. 
Werden alone has preserved the original four vowels; u is reg- 
ular in the past plural and subjunctive (as ii), and sometimes 
in the past singular, werden, ward (wurde), wurden, worden. 
Occasionally u appears for a in the singular indic., and oftener 
as ii in the subjunctive; examples are dung, rung, schund, 
schwund, stunk, trunk, kliinge. In the verbs with e, a, o, we 
find i sometimes in the past subjunctive, e.g. boire, golte, 
sch/ote; and sometimes ii, e.g. biirge, hiilfe, stiirbe, verdiirbe. 
In verbs with i, a, o, we find o in the subj. in beg6nne, ge- 
wonne, ronne, sonne, spinne. Isolated is the present schallen 
strong and weak, for *schellen; this form is from a MHG. 
weak sc/hallen, but the remainder of the verb is the old 
strong one. 

With e, a, o: bersten, bergen, verderben, dreschen, fezhen, 
gelten, helfen, sc/helten, sterben, werben, werden, werfen (I2). 

With e, o, o: flehten,jfechten, melken, quellen, sc/allen, schmel- 
zen, schwellen (7). 

With i, a, o: beginnen, rinnen, sinnen, spinnen, schwimmen, 
winnen (6). 

With i, o, o: glimmen, klimmen; rarely schwiimmen (2). 
With i, a, u: binden, dingen, dringen, finden, klingen, ge- 

lingen, ringen, singen, sinken, slingen, springen, stinken, 
schwinden, schwingen, trinken, winden, zwingen (17). 

With i, z, u: schinden, and rarely schwinden, ringen, 
dingern (i). 

The verbs belonging to this class are: - 

OHG. MHG. NHG. 

belgan, swell belgen 
bellan, bell bellen bellen, w. 
berstan, burst bersten, bresten bersten, a, o, and w. 
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B. IV. ['Vleis, 

OHG. 

bergan, hide 
bindan, bind 
brettan, bind 

brinnan, burn 

dinsan, pull 

drescan, thresh 

dringan, push 
dwingan, compel 
fehtan, fght 
flehtan, braid 
felhan, conceal 
ferzan, L. pedere 
findan,find 

gellan, yell 
geltan, be worth 

ginnan, begin 

helfan, help 
hellan, sound 
hinkan, limp 
hrespan, pluck 
kerran, cry 
klimman, climb 

klingan, clink 
klinnan, smear 

krimman, press 
krimpfan, crumple 
limman, snarl 

limpfan, befit 
liugan, attain 
linnan, yield 
melkan, milk 
nindan, dare 
quellan, gush 
rimpfan, wrinkle 
ringan, fight 
rinnan (trinnan), run 
scellan, sound 

MHG. 

bergen 
binden 
bretten 
brimmen, hum 
brinnen 
delhen, delve 
derben, spoil 
dimpfen, smoke 

dinsen 
drellen, turn 
dreschen 
drinden, swell 
dringen 
twingen 
fehten 
flehten 
felhen s. and w. 
ferzen 
finden 
gelfen, boast 
gellen 
gelten 
ginnen 
glimmen, glimmer 
helfen 
hellen 
hinken 

kerren 
klimmen 
klimpfen, squeeze 
klingen 

knellen, ring 
grimmen, grinnen 
krimpfen 
limmen 
limpfen 
lingen 

melken 

quellen 
rimpfen 
ringen 
rinnen 
schellen 

NHG. 

bergen, a, o 
binden, a, u 

ver-derben, a, o, and w. 

dingen, a, u; iu, u ; and w., 
[hire. 

dreschen, a, o, and w. 

dringen, a, u 
zwingen, a, u 
fechten, o, o 
flechten, o, o 
fehlen, w., empfehlen, a, o 
ferzen, w. 
finden, a, u 

gelten, a, o 

be-ginnen, a, o 

glimmen, o, o and w. 
helfen, a, o 

hinken, w. 

klimmen, o, o, and w. 

klingen, a, u, and w. 

gelingen, a, u 

melken, o, o, and w. 

quellen, o, o, and v. 

ringen, a, u, and it, u 

rinnen, a, o 
schallen, a, o, and w. 
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OHG. 

sceltan, scold 
scerran, scratch 

scrindan, crack 

singan, sing 
sinkan, sink 
sinnan, think 
slindan, devour 
smelzan, melt 
slingan, devour 
spinnan, spin 
smerzan, hurt 
springan, spring 
snerfan, pull together 
snerhan, tie 
sterban, die 

stinkan, stink 
swelhan, swallow 
swellan, swell 
swelzan, be consumed 
swerban, hover 
swimman, swim 
swindan, vanish 
swingan, swing 
telban, dig 
trinkan, drink 
wellan, roll 
werban, obtain 
werdan, become 
werfan, throw 
werran, confuse 
windan, wind 
winkan, wink 
winnan, win 

MHG. NHG. 

schelten schelten, a, o 
scherren 
schinden, s. and w., skin schinden, u, u 
schrinden 
selken, drip 
singen 
sinken 
sinnen, S. and w. 
slinden 
smelzen 
slingen 
spinnen 
smerzen, s. and w. 
springen 
snerfen 
snerhen 
sterben 
sterzen, project 
stinken 
swelhen 
swellen 
swelzen 
swerben 
swimmen 
swinden 
swingen 
telben 
trinken 
wellen 
werben 
werden 
werfen 
werren 
winden 
winken 
winnen 

singen, a, u 
sinken, a, u 
sinnen, a, o 
= schlingen 
schmelzen, o, o, and w. 
schlingen, a, u 
spinnen, a, o 
schmerzen, w. 

springen, a, u 

sterben, a, o 

stinken, a, u 
schwelgen, w. 
schwellen, o, o, and w. 

schwimmen, a, o 
schwindeh, a, u, and u, u 
schwingen, a, u 

trinken, a, u 

werben, a, o 
werden, a, u. o 
werfen, a, o 
wirren, w. 
winden, a, u 
winken, w. 
ge-winnen, a, o 

SUMMARY.-Strong in OHG., 73; MHG., 82; NHG., 45. Weak- 
ened in MHG., always none, sometimes 4; in NHG., always 7, 
sometimes 13. Absent from OHG., 14; from MHG., 5; from 

NHG., 35. Total number of stems, 87. 

Class II. 

The Old Germanic ablaut was ei, ai, i, i, which in OHG. 

became I, ei, i, i; and, before h, , e, i, i. 
In OHG. grammatic change substituted t for d, r for s, and 
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g for h, after the third and fourth ablaut vowels. In MHG. 

this change was also regular; but in NHG. it occurs only in 
leiden, sc/lneiden. 

In MHG. the ablaut is unaltered; e occurs sometimes for i, 
and ei for e. In stems ending in a vowel or w, scrien, spiwen, 
glzen, and in lliient (Gothic leihvan), we have ei or e in the 

past sing.; and in the plural, for iw, either iuw or i,w; thus, 
schlriwen, sclriuwen, schriiwen; spienzc, iuwen, are not uncom- 
mon forms. Occasionally we find r for w, as for instance in 

spirn, schirn, especially in Bavaria. Gradually the e of the 

past plural and participle begins to appear in the singular also. 
The earliest example is in Schonebek, Das Hohe Lied, which 
is dated by Weinhold A. D. I276. 

In NHG. the ablaut is ei, i, i, before surds, and ei, ie, ie, before 
sonants. This change of i to ie before sonants occurs also in 
I. a. in 2d and 3d singular pres. indic. Leiden, schneiden, have 
i, i, owing to the change of d to t in the past and participle. 

With ei, i, i: beissen, bleichen, befleissen, gleiclen, gleiten, 
greifen, keif en, knezfen, kneipen, leiden, pfelfen , reissen, reiten, 
scheissen, scdileiclen, scilezifen, scileissen, schmeissen, sc/izeiden, 
schreiten, spleissen, streichen, streilen, weichen (24). Final con- 
sonants, ch, f p, ss, /, and d= t. 

With ei, ie, ie: bleiben, gedeilen^, leihen, meidenz, preisen, 
reiben, scheiden, scheiznen, schreiben, schireien, schweigen, speien, 
steigen, treiben, weisen, zeilen (i6). Final consonants, b, d, g, 
h, n, s, and final vowel. 

The verbs belonging to this class are :- 

OHG. MI-IG. NHG. 

bitan, bite biten, s. and w. 
bizan, bite bizen beissen, i, i 
blican, pale blichen bleichen, , i, and w. 

brisen, tie 
briten, weave 

dihan, flourish dihen ge-deihen, ie, ie 
flizan, be zealous flizen, s. and w. be-fleissen, i, i 

glifen, slant 
glien, cry 
gliten, slip gleiten, i, i, and w. 

glizan, glisten glizen gleissen, w. 

gnitan, rub 

grifan, gripe grifen greifen, i, i 
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OHG. 

grinan, grin 

kinan, bud 
kliban, cling 

liban, leave 
lidan, suffer 
lihan, lend 

midan, avoid 

nigan, bend 

pfifan,pipe 

riban, rub 
ridan, twist 
rihhan, rule 
rihan, set in order 
rinan, touch 
risan, rise 
ritan, ride 
rizan, tear 
scinan, shine 
scizan, L. cacare 
scriban, write 
scrian, cry 
scritan, stride 
sigan, sag 
sihan, sift 

slican, crawl 
slifan, drag 
slitan, slide 
slizan, slit 
smizan, smite 
snidan, cut 
spiwan, spew 

sprizan, split 
stigan, mount 
strihhan, stroke 
stritan, quarrel 

MHG. 

grinen 

kinen, chinen 
chliben 

krigen, s. and w., get 
liben 
liden 
lihen 
lichen, s. and w., be like 
limen, snare 
miden 
niden, s. and w., envy 
nigen 
pfifen, s. and w. 

riben 
riden 

.NHG. 

greinen, w. 
keifen, i, i, and w., chide 

kneifen, i, i, and w., nip 
kneipen, i, i, and w., nip 
kriegen, w. 
b-leiben, ie, ie 
leiden, litt, litten 
leihen, ie, ie 
g-leichen, i, i, and w. 

meiden, ie, ie 
be-neiden, w. 
neigen, w. 
pfeifen, i, i 
preisen, ie, ie, praise 
reiben, ie, ie 

rihen 

risen 
riten 
rizen 
schinen 
schizen 
schriben 
schrien, s. and w. 
schriten 
sigen 
sihen 
schiben, roll 
schiden, divide 
schiten, s. and w., split 
slichen 
slifen 
sliten 
slizen 
smizen 
sniden 
spiwen, s. and w. 
splizen, split 
spriten, bend 

stigen 
strichen 
striten 

7 

reiten, i, i 
reissen, i, i 
scheinen, ie, ie 
scheissen, i, i 
schreiben, ie, ie 
schreien, ie, ie 
schreiten, i, i 

scheiden, ie, ie, and w. 

schleichen, i, i 
schleifen, i, i, and w. 

schleissen, i, i 
schmeissen, i, i 
schneiden, ie, ie 
speien, ie, ie, and w. 
spleissen, i, i, and w. 

steigen, ie, ie 
streichen, i, i 
strqiten, i, i 
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OHG. MHG. NHG. 

swifen, rove schweifen, w. 
swigen, s. and w., be still schweigen, ie, ie 

swihhan, deceive swichen 
swinan, vanish swinen 

tichen, try 
tiban, drive triben treiben, ie, ie 
wihhan, yield wichen weichen, i, i 
wifan, wind wifen 

wihan,fight wihen, s. and w. 
wizan, show wizen weisen, ie, ie 
zihan, accuse zihen, s. and w. zeihen, ie, ie 

SUMMARY. -Strong OHG., 51; MHG., 64; NHG., 40. Strong 
and weak in MHG., 12, always weak, none; in NHG., always 
6, sometimes II. Absent from OHG., 21; from MHG., 8; from 
NHG., 26. Total number of stems, 72. 

Class III. 

In Old Germanic the ablaut was eu, au, u, u, which in OHG. 

becomes regularly io, ou, u, o, but before w, and always in the 
indic. sing. present, we have iu for io. A few verbs had i for 
eu in Old Germanic; these retain X in OHG. See Schmidt, 
Vocalismus, I. 140 ff. In the past, o occurs for ou before the 
dentals t, s, z, and h. The third vowel, u, is retained, but in 
the participle ui becomes o. 

In MHG. io becomes ie; it and X remain, though in MG. we 
find i sometimes for iu. Gradually ie takes the place of iu, 
especially in the first person sing. In the past, MHG. some- 
times uses ou for o before h, but usually keeps the OHG. forms. 
In late MHG. o appears in the singular, coming from MG., where 
o is regular in the plural. The oldest example is in Jeroshin, 
A. D. 1340. In the past plural, u is usually retained, but be- 
fore w we find i, iu, ouz; e. g. from fliohan we find fliwen, 
flouwen,fltin. Compare the effect of w in Class II. In MG. 
o regularly takes the place of u, and this appears in late MHG., 
and is now regular. From the plural o made its way into the 
singular, especially in verbs which had o in the singular, and 
this o appears also in the plural. The participle in MHG. is 
always o except before w, where u, o, iu, ou occur. 

In NHG. the ablaut is ie, o, o. For u we have au, and in 
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2nd and 3d pres. ind. sing. eu for OHG. iu occurs rarely. Two 
verbs have ii in the present (liigen, kiiren), perhaps by meta- 
thesis of iu to ui - ii. 

Grammatic change of d to t, h to g, and s to r, is regular 
after the third and fourth ablaut vowels in OHG. and MHG. 

In NHG. this is confined to sieden: sott; ziehe: zog. Flie- 
hen :floh, kiesen: kos, retain the present consonants, while 
kiiren: kor, frieren :fror, verlieren : verlor, bring the r into 
the present also. 

The verbs belonging to this class are-- 
OHG. MHG. NHG. 

biogan, bow biegen biegen 
biotan, offer bieten bieten 
bliuwan, blow bliuwen blauen, w. 

briezen, burst out 
briuwan, brew briuwen, s. and w. brauen, w. 
diozan, roar diezen 
driozan, annoy driezen ver-driessen 
fliogan, flee fliegen fliegen 
fliohan, ly fliehen fliehen 
fliozan,flow fliezen fliessen 
friozan, freeze friezen frieren 
giozan, pour giezen giessen 
hliozan, cast lots liezen 
hniotan, fasten 
kiosan, choose 
kiuwan, chew 
klioban, cleave 
kriochan, creep 
liogan, lie 
liosan, lose 
liotan, grow 
luhhan, s. and w., lock 
niosan, sneeze 
niozan, enjoy 
niuwan, renew 
riohhan, smell 
riozan, drip 
riuwan, repent 
scioban, shove 
sciozan, shoot 

siodan, seethe 
sliofan, glide 
sliozan, shut 

kiesen 
kiuwen, s. and w. 
klieben 
kriechen 
liegen 
liesen 

luhhen 
niesen 
niezen 
niuwen 
riechen 
riezen 
riuwen 
schieben 
schiezen 

sieden 
sliefen 
sliezen 
smiegen, bend 

kiesen, kiiren, s. and w. 
kauen, w. 
klieben 
kriechen 
liigen 
ver-lieren 

niesen, w. 
ge-niessen 

riechen, s. and w. 

reuen, w. 
schieben 
schiessen 
schrauben, s. and w., screw 
sieden, s. and w. 
schliefen 
schliessen 
schmiegen, w. 
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OHG. MHG. NHG. 

spriezen, sprout spriessen 
snufen, snort schnaufen, schnauben, s. 

stioban,ly about stieben stieben [and w. 
suifan, drink sufen saufen 
suigan, suck sugen saugen, s. and w. 
triogan, betray triegen betriegen, s., betriigen, w. 
triofan, drip triefen triefen, s. and w. 
ziohan, draw ziehen ziehen 

SUMMARY. - Strong in OHG., 38; in MHG., 40; in NHG., 29. 
Weakened in MHG., always none, sometimes 2; in NHG., always 
6, sometimes 8. Absent from OHG., 5; from MHG., 3; from 
NHG., 8. Total number of stems, 43. 

Class IV. 

In Old Germanic the ablaut was a, o, o, a, which in OHG. 

became a, uo, io, a. Verbs that had ja- stems take umlaut 
of a to e in the present in late OHG. and MHG., which change 
usually occurs also in 2d and 3d pres. indic. sing. of all verbs 
of this class; in NHG. this is written a (fdhrt, md/ilt, &c.). 

MHG. keeps the ablaut unchanged; MG. has u and o for uo. 
Occasionally we find irregular pasts of this class in verbs of 
other classes; thus swtor, swar, from swern, I. b.; wuoc, wzc, 
from wegen, I. a.; btohwnden, from blanden, v. Rarely in MHG. 

a becomes o in the participle; e.g. sworn for swarzr, from 
swcrn. This causes a change in NHG. to I. b. in schiworen and 
heben. 

In NHG. the ablaut is a, it, a, except in heben, sch/woren, I. b. 
Grammatic change of h to g is regular in OHG. and later. 

In MG. h is elided between vowels; e. g. slan, twin. 
Stdn is anomalous; the forms are: OHG. stdn (standan), 

st?uont (stont), standen (stdn); MHG. stan (sten, standen), 
stuont (stznt, s'ont, stuot), standen (stan); NHG. stehzen, stand, 
stanzden. 

The verbs belonging to this class are:- 

OHG. MHG. NHG. 

bachan, bake bachen backen 
blappen (participle) 

dwahan, wash twahen 
faran. fare faren faren, fahren 

, J 
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OHG. 

galan, sing 
graban, dig 
hefjan, lift 
hladan, load 
hlahhan, laugh 
laffan, lick 
lahan, blame 
malan, grind 
nagan, gnaw 
sahhan, quarrel 
scafan, make 
scaban, shave 
sebban, notice 
slahan, slay 
spanan, stretch 
stan (irr.), stand 
sweran, swear 

tragan, bear 
wahan, call 
wahsan, wzax 
waskan, wash 
watan, wade 

MHO. 

graben 
hebban, s. and w. 
laden, s. and w. 
lahhen, w. 
laffen 

malen 

nagen 
sachen, w. 
schaffen, s. and w. 
schaben 
sebben 
slahen 
spanen 
stan (irr.) 
swern 

tragen 
wahen 
wahsen 
wasken 
waten 

NHG. 

fragen, s. and w., ask 

graben 
heben, o, o. See I. b. 
laden, s. and w. 
lachen, w. 

malen, mahlen, s. and w. 

nagen, w. 

schaffen, s. and w. 
schaben, w. 

schlagen 

stehen (irr.) 
sworen, o, o. See I. b. 

tragen 

wachsen 
waschen 
waten, w. 

SUMMARY. - Strong in OHG., 25; in MHG., 22; in NHG., 14. 
Weakened in MHG., always 2, sometimes 3; in NHG., always 4, 
sometimes 4. Absent from OHG., 2; from MHG., 3; from 

NHG, 9. Total number of stems, 27. 

Class V. 

In Old Germanic the preterit was formed by reduplication, 
but in OHG. the reduplication coalesced with the stem syllable, 
and, where this had a, produced ia or e; where the stem had 
a, ei, the result was ia (ea); where it was uo, ou (o), the con- 
traction gave io (eo). All these became ie in MHG. except 
where final, when we have iu. In NHG. ie is invariable, though 
sometimes contracted to i before ngo; e. g. hing or hieng. 
Umlaut of a, d to e, ce occurs in 2d and 3d pres. indic. sing. 
in late OHG. and MHG. There are five subclasses. In V. a. the 
OHG. ablaut is a, ia (e), a; in V. b. d, ia (ea), d; in V. d. ei, ia (ea), 
ei; in V. c. uo (ua,a, , o), io (eo, ia), uo (ua, oa, o); V. e. on (o, 
au, oa, a), io (ia, ie, iu, eu, eo), ou (o, au, oa, i). Beside these 
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we find in V. c. e. forms with euphonic r between the vow- 
els of the past; e. g. steroz, V. e.; pleruz, V. c. Anomalous 
forms are ern, V. a., with umlaut in the present ;fdlan, hahan, 
V. a., with a for an, and past and participle with ng (henzg, feng, 
hangen, fanfgen). 

In MHG. the ablaut is in the main the same. All pasts have 
become ie except in V. e. before w, where we find iu, en, and i. 
MG. has i, e in these cases. In the present and participle MHG. 
has often z for on and o in V. e. Elisions are more common 
in MHG. than in OHG. We have hie,fie, for hieng, fieng, and in 
MG. hJnf,fan, for hahan,falianZ. Ldzan became Idan in late OHG., 
and here has the past lie, by analogy of which is formed hie for 

hiez; hizzen, MG. from the same verb, is by analogy of Class II. 
OHG. gangan has a secondary stem gan, whence come a great 
variety of forms in MHG. Many verbs of V. c. show a tendency 
to Class III.; e. g. hizlwen, hou, gelihwen; loffen, liffen; gebu- 
wen; biozan, and others. 

In NHG. the ablaut is a (ei, u, au, o), ie (i), a (ei, u, au, o). 
Gehen has a present from a different stem; otherwise it is 
regular. Hangen, fangen, have taken the ng of the other forms 
into the present also. 

The verbs belonging to this class are:- 

OHG. 

V.a. bannan, banish 
blandan, mix 
ern, plough 
fahan, catch 
fallan, fall 
faltan,fold 
gan (irr.), go 
hahan, hang 

haltan, hold 
halzan, s. and w., limp 
salzan, salt 
scaltan, dispose 
spaltan, split 
spannan, stretch 
walkan, fill, walk 
waltan, rule 

walzan, roll 

MHG. NHG. 

bannen bannen, w. 
blanden 
ern, s. and w. 
fahen, fan fangen 
fallen fallen 
falten falten, w. 
gangen, gan (irr.) gehen (irr.) 
hahan, han hangen 
halsen, s. and w., embrace halsen, w. 
halten halten 
halzen, w. 
salzen salzen, w. 
schalten schalten, w. 
spalten spalten, w., Part. s. 
spannen spannen, w. 
walken walken, w. 
walten, s. and w. walten, w. 
walzen walzen, w. 
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OHG. 

V.b. bagan, figh 
blahan, s. and w., blow 
blasan, blow 
bratan, roast 
lazan, let 
ratan, advise 
slafan, sleep 
tratan, dread 
wazan, blow 

V.d. 
heizan, be called 

MHG. 

bagen, w. 
bl1ejen, w., Part. s. 
blasen 
braten 
lazan, lan 
raten 
slafen 
traten 
wazen 
eischen, s. and w., ask 
heizen 
leichen, s. and w., dance 

meizan, cut meizen 
sceidan, divide scheiden 
sweifan, roam sweifen 
zeisan, tease zeisen, S. and w. 
blozan, s. and w., sacrifice 

V.c. ruofan, s. and w., call ruofen, s. and w. 
fluohhan, s. and w., curse fluoch6n, w. 
wuofan, s. and w., weep wuofen, s. and w. 

V.e. bozan, s. and w., beat bozen, s. and w. 
bouwan, s. and w., dwell bouwen, s. and w. 
houwan, hew houwen, s. and w. 
loufan, run loufen, s. and w. 
scr6tan, bruise schroten 
stozan, push stozen 

NHG. 

blahen, w. 
blasen 
braten, s. and w. 
lassen 
raten 
schlaffen 

heischen, w. 
heissen 

= scheiden, II. 
schweifen, w. 

rufen 
fluchen, w. 

bauen, w. 
hauen, s. and w. 
laufen 
schroten, w. 
stossen 

SUMMARY.- Strong in OHG., 41; in MHG., 39; in NHG., 15. 
Weakened in MHG., always 4, sometimes I2; in NHG., always 
I6, sometimes 2. Absent from OHG., 3; MHG., I; NHG., 13. 
Total number of stems, 44. 

SECTION II. - THE NEW STRONG VERBS. 

There are 45 additions to the strong verbs in MHG., and 7 
in NHG. Some of these verbs are from Old Germanic strong 
verbs, for they have strong verbs corresponding to them in 
other Germanic dialects, and were doubtless present in OHG., 

though they fail to occur there in Mss.; others have prob- 
ably the same origin, for we find ablaut derivatives in Ger- 
manic and other European dialects. Several, however, are 

produced from older weak verbs, and some appear without any 
related forms in the older dialects by which we can trace their 
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origin. Others are derived from foreign languages, or owe 
their present ablaut to a change of class. The analogy of 
words with similar sound has been often the cause of the 

change, and sometimes a sort of imitation of the meaning of 
the word by the sound seems to have been sought, as in our 

kling, klang; ding, dong. 
There are a number of strong forms sporadically developed 

from weak verbs in MHG. to meet the exigencies of rhyme. 
These are merely personal idiosyncrasies, and I have passed 
them over hitherto. I will notice here those cases which are 
known to me, with citations according to Lexer's abbre- 
viations :- 

I. c. fiirchten : forchten, Nib. 1723. 4, and elsewhere. 
kunnen: kunnen (part.), Kindh. 70 and elsewhere. 
wurchen: worchen, Lieds. 8. 74. 
schenken: schank, Heldenbuch 547. 34. 

II. glichen': gleich, glichen, Virg. 289. 0o, Wolfd. D. V. 59. 4. 
kritzen : kreis, Koditz 78. 17. 
prisen: preis, prisen, Wolfd. 30I. 4, Virg. 886. 3. 

III. drouwen: drouwen, (part.), Fol. I58. I9; but see Schade 
Altdeutsches W6rterbuch, 2d ed., p. 960. 

IV. jagen: jagen (part.), Karlem 206. 8. 
laben: laben (part.), Boner. 54. 40. 
laden: luot, Myst. I. 24I, Otack. 363. 
machen: machen (part.), Hugo v. Montf. 
schaden: schuod, Ad. Eva I289, Zimmersche Kr. IV. 225, 

31, 35- 
schamen: schamen (part.), Weinhold's MHG. Grammar. 

V. begraben: begraben (part.), Teichner. 
denen: dannen, Mart. 37. 60. 
dragen: dran, Weinhold's Allem. Grammar. 
pfenden: pfenden (part.), Teichner. 
salben: sielb, Gundack. 75I. 
weln: wiel, Schonebek 7097. 
welben: wielb, Anzeiger 8. 481. 

A reference to the list in Section I. will show that, of the 
MHG. 45 new strong verbs, NHG. keeps I , weakens 6, and dis- 
cards 28; NHG. adds 7, and has therefore 18 strong verbs not 
OHG. 
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The following II MHG. verbs are old, though not found in 
OHG. The arrangement is by classes:- 

dehsen : cp. Lat. texo, Gk. TEKToV, Skr. taksh; Fick 3. I29. 
rechen, Gothic rikan, I. a.; cp. also Fick 3. 249. 
dimpfen: cp. OHG. dampf, dumpf, OE. damp, and Kluge, Wbrter- 

buch 46. 
drinden, OE. Prindan. 
gelfen, OE. glelpan, ON. gialpa. 
selken, OE. se'olcan. 

gliten, OE. glidan. 
briezen, OE. breotan, os. bretan; Schade, Wb. 84. 
smiegen, OE. smugan, ON. smiuga; Schade, Wb. 832. 
spriezen, OE. spreotan; derivatives in OHG. 

leichen, ON. leika, G. leikan, OE. lacan. 

The following 15 are from older weak verbs: - 

MHG.. schrecken, OHG. scricchen, screcchon, screcken w. 

stemen, OHG. stemmen w. All derivatives have mm; e. g. 
stammeln, stumm. 

delhen, OHG. delhan w.: cp. Scherer, Deutsche Spr. 241. 
schinden, OHG. scintan w.: cp. ON. skinn; stem *skinPa-. 
sterzen, OHG. starzen w.: e is here umlaut of a. 

lichen, OHG. lichan, lichen w., OE. licjan w., G. leikan w. 

niden, OHG. niden, nidon w., from OHG. nid. 
schiben, OHG. sciben w. 

spriten, OHG. spreitan w., OE. spraedan w. See Kluge, 
W6rterb. 324, but note the irregularity in the vowels; 
OGH. ei remains unchanged in MHG. 

swigen, OHG. swigen, OE. swigian w. 

halsen, OHG. halsen, hals6n, halsan, halsen w. 
eischen, OHG. eiscon w., OE. ascian w. 

NHG. dingen, MHG. dingen w., OHG. dingon w., OE. Pingian w. 

preisen, MHG. preisen w., from O. French priser. 
fragen, MHG. vragen w., OHG. fragen w.; cp. OE. frig- 

nan, Ic. 

The following 5 are from nouns:- 

MHG. brisen, from MHG. brise. The stem is isolated in MHG. 

krigen, kriegen MG. strong and weak, but LG. strong. From 
kriec, wzar. 
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limen, from MHG. lim; cp. OHG. limjan w. 
schiten, from MHG. schit, OHG. scit, MG. schiten w. 

NHG. schrauben, from NHG. schraube, MHG. schrube. 

The following 4 are from strong verbs of other classes: 

MHG. brimmen I. c. is from OHG. breman I. b., as is also MHG. 
brummen w. 

glimmen I. c. is from OHG. gliman II. All old forms have 
m, but modern developments have m and mi. See 
Kluge, Wb. I o. 

schiden II., from OHG. sceidan V., and scidon w. 
swifen II., from OHG. sweifan V. See Schade, Wb. 914. 

The following 5 are borrowed from the LG. - 

MHG. splizen, from LG. splitan for an older *splintan I. c.; cp. 
OHG. sprizan. Here, as often, = r. 

snifen, snuben, from LG. sniven. NHG. schnaufen, schnau- 
ben, and schnupfen w. The stem is not found else- 
where. 

NHG. keifen, from LG. kiven II.; cp. ON. kifa, s. and w. 
kneifen is originally identical with kneipen, from LG. kni- 

pen II.: cp. ME. nipen w. 

There remain 12 isolated developments in MHG., the origin 
of which is still more or less doubtful. 

IHG. brehen (to sparkle): cp. G. braho (twinkling), I Cor. 15. 
52. No connection with ON. bra. See Fick 3. 2i6. 

regen: cp. MHG. regen w., ragen w., but no forms are older 
than MHG. 

tremen : Schade, Wb. 952. Hardly to cp. trimz MHG. 
derben: confined to MHG., NHG. The root is the same as 

that of sterben; starbh = starb and Parb. 
drellen, from draejen: cp. Scherer, Deutsche Spr. 24I. 
klimpfen, from krimpfen. All Germanic and Slavic deriva- 

tives have r. This stem is isolated. 
knellen. An onomatopoetic word; cp. OE. cnfell. 
briten. Perhaps cp. brittel. Else wholly alone. 
glifen stands alone. 
glien stands alone. 
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tichen stands alone. 
blappen occurs only in Frauenl. 447. 20, and stands 

alone. 

It will be observed that, of the 45 MHG. new strong verbs, but 
I I remain strong in NHG., while 6 are weak, and 28 wholly dis- 
carded. This, when compared with the OHG. verbs, shows 

clearly that these new verbs rarely obtained a secure footing 
in the language. They remained strange to the popular ear, 
and usually soon fell into disuse. 

SECTION III. THE WEAKENED VERBS. 

Many verbs which were strong in Old Germanic had be- 
come weak in OHG. These were noted in my paper in the 
Transactions of last year. The tendency grew in force in 
the MHG. and NHG. periods, though now it is greatly checked. 

Usually those verbs developed weak forms in MHG. which by 
the action of regular phonetic laws got a peculiar vowel in the 

present, which thus became more like a weak verb, and so fol- 
lowed their analogy. Verbs of Classes IV. and V. are pecu- 
liarly susceptible. Thus may be explained the regular weak 
forms of lachen, sachzen; halzen, bdgen, bl&Kjen, ftuochon; and the 

occasional weak forms of komen; briuwen, kiuwen; heben, laden, 

schaffen; ern, halsen, waalten, eischen, leichen, zeisen, ruofen, 
wuofen, bozen, bouwen, houwen, loufen. There remain, however, 
to be explained the occasional weak forms in the following: 

jehen, schehen, pftegen; felhen, schinden, sinnen, smerzen; biten, 

flizen, krigen, lichen, niden, pfzfen, schrzen, schwigen, schaten, 

spzwen, wThen, zihen. Of these schinden, lichen, nzden, swi- 

gen, were originally weak, which accounts for their weak 
forms. It will be seen also that the semivowels h, w, and a 

vocalic stem, favor weak forms, but several verbs still remain 

unaccounted for. 
The verbs sometimes weak are distributed as follows: 

I.a. 3; I.b. I; I. c. 4; II. I2; III. 2; IV. 3; V. 12. Always 
weak are 2 of IV., and 4 of V. In all, 37 sometimes, and 6 

always, weak. 
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In NHG. the verbs which are weak in MHG. are either weak or 

obsolete; but of those sometimes weak in MHG., 9 are obsolete; 
9 are always weak (schmerzen , kriegen, neiden; branen, kauen; 
walten, bauen, halsen, heischen); 6 are strong and weak (pfle- 
gen; .fehlen; speien; laden, sczcaffen ; hauen); and the remain- 

ing 13 are always strong; and yet NHG. has far more wholly and 

partially weak verbs than MHG. The weakening must there- 
fore have been guided by other motives than in MHG. Though 

peculiar presents will account for a considerable number, 
many seem to become weak for the lack of derivatives, that 

by their various vowels might keep alive the consciousness of 
the ablaut. As long as binde, band, and bund remain in com- 
mon use as nouns, the verb binden will be strong, while. hinken 
with no such sustaining words may become weak. 

Forty-six verbs are always weakened in NHG. They are: 

gdten, kneten, lechen ; hehlen, qudlen, schwdren, ze/hren ; bellen, 

ferzen, hinken, schwelgen, schmerzen, winken, wirren ; gleissen, 
greinen, neigen, sweJfen, kriegen, neiden; brauen, bldueni, kauen, 
niesen, reuen, smiegen ; lachen, nagen, schabez, waten; bannen, 

falten, salzen, scialten, spalten, spannen, walken, walten, wal- 

zen, blihen, sweifen, halsen, heischen,; fluchen, bauen, schroten. 
I.a. 3; I.b.4; I. c.7; II.6; III. 6; IV. 4; V. 6. In 

all, 46. 
Forty-two verbs are sometimes found with weak forms in 

NHG., though they are originally strong. These are: gdren, 
pflegen; rdchen, oischen ; bersten, derben, dingen, dreschzen, 
-fehlen, glinmmen, klinmmen, klingen, melken, qziellen, sczhalen, 
schnellen, sczhmelzen; bleichenz, geichen, gleiten, scheiden, schlei- 

fen, speien, spleissen, weichen, keifen, kneifen, kneipen; kiesen 

(kiren), sieden, riechen, saugen, schnauben, sch/ranben, triefen, 
-triigen (-triegen); fragen, laden, mahlen, schaffen ; braten ; 
hauen. I.a. 2; I. b. 2; I.c. 13; II. II; III. 8; IV. 4; V. 2. 

In all, 42. 
If we contrast these results with those in English, we find 

that ME. has 51 sometimes, and 9 always, weak, against 37 
sometimes, and 6 always, weak in MHG.; while NE. has 81 

always weak, and 14 weak with strong participial adjectives, 
against 45 always, and 42 sometimes, weak in NHG. 

io8 B. [W. tIells, [I884. 
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SECTION IV.-THE OBSOLETE VERBS. 

Only a few words need be added in regard to the verbs 
that have dropped by the wayside. There seems no other 
cause for their passing away than that they were not needed 
and grew unfamiliar, because they had no group of derivatives 
to rely upon for support. This could be shown in detail by 
an examination of the obsolete verbs as they appear in the 
lists in Section I. From these lists it appears that I5 OHG. 
verbs have disappeared in MHG. These are divided among the 
classes as follows: I.a. 2; I.c. 4; II. 4; III. 2; IV. 2; V. I. 
Beside these 15, the NHG. loses 69 OHG. verbs and 28 of the 
MHG. additions, making in all I I I, distributed as follows: 
I. a. Io; I. b. Io; I.c. 35; II. 26; III. 8; IV. 9; V. I3. 

Here too, though NHG. has lost more than a third, the NE. is 
more surprising in its changes. Out of 309 verbs, NE. has lost 
I55, or more than half; while ME. has lost 67, more than four 
times as many as MHG. 

The numerical results of the foregoing study may be sum- 
marized in the annexed table. The first column contains the 
total number of stems which occur during the period covered; 
the second, those which are found in OHG. The third contains 
the number of MHG. verbs, while in the following column may 
be seen the number of those that are not found in OHG. but 
occur first at the MHG. stage. The next column shows how 

many of the MHG. strong verbs are found also with weak forms, 
and the following column gives the number of the OHG. strong 
verbs which are always weak in MHG. The same arrangement 
is preserved in the NHG. division of the table. 

Vol. xv.] IO9 
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0 Q, 

I.. 6 2 6 5 I o o a 2 o B 4 

E . a 

I.c 8 7 7 3 8 2a 5 4 4. 

I I. 43 3 40 4 2 o3 29 bb O IC 8 6 8I 
< ' 

a t ffiffla a x ffi fiffi ? 

I. a. 7 30 28 28 2 3 o 2 0 3 IO I. a. 

V. a, b, d. 34 3I 3I 3 6 3 o l o o I 13 Io V. a, b, d. 
V. c. e. o io 8 o; 6 i, i 4 o I 3 3 c, e. 

.a.l 30 28 28 2 3 0 2 17 0 2 463 I10 . a. 
l. b. 26 21 26 5 I 0 0 12 0 2 4 1O l. b. 
I. C. 87 73 82 13 4 o 5 45 I 13 7 35 I-C 
II. 72 5' 64 17 12 0 8 40 4 1 6 26 IL 

III. 43 38 40 4 2 0 3 29 I 8 6 . 8 III. 
IV. 27.25 22 I 3 2 3 14 r1 4 4 C IV. 
V. a, b, d. 34 31 31 3 6 3 o sx o ' 13 1o V. a, b, d. 
V. c. e. Io io 8 o 6 i, I 4 0o I 3 3 V. c, e. 

Total, 339 277 301 45 37 6 22 172 7 42 46 I11 Total. 

339 277 301 45!37 

The following table summarizes the regular phonetic devel- 

opment of the ablaut. The first vowel is that of the present 
stem; the second is the vowel of the Ist and 3d person of the 

present singular; the third is the vowel of the 2d person sin- 

gular and the plural of the present; the fourth is the vowel 
of the passive participle. The vowels placed in parentheses 
are modifications of those that precede, due to consonant 
influence. Where the NHG. ablaut has dropped one of the 
OHG. series, the gap is indicated by an x. 

OHG. MHG. NHG. OHG. MHG. NHG. 

I. a. st e (i) e (i) e (i) III. st . . . . io (iu ii) ie (iu, ii) ie (a, ii) 
2d a a a (o) 2d . . . . ou () uo, (, o) 
3d a a x 3d .... u u (o) 
4th e e e (o) 4th . . o0 0 

I. b. st e e e (a) IV. ist .... a a (e) a (e) 
2d a a a(o) 2d, 3d . . uo o u 
3d a a x 4th .. . ' a (o) 
4th o o o V. a, a, b. Ist, 4th a, a, ei a, a, a,ei 

I. c. ISt e (i) e (i) e (i) 2d, 3d ia (ea, e) ie (iu) ie (i) 
2d a a (u) a (u, o) V.c,e. Ist, 4th uo, o, ou uo , ou u, o, au 

3d u u x 2d, 3d io (ia) ie ie 
4th o (u) o (u) o (u) 

II. ist i i ei 
2d ei (e) ei (e, i) i (ie) 
3d i i x 
4th i i i (ie) 
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